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-1. 011.1EdTIVES

1.1 The draft EUD1SED program 1976 -1978 is described in

the Council of Europe document umber DECS/DOC (74)22

and is summarised briefly in section 2 .of this

document.

1.2, The purpose of this paper is to carry out a technical

and finanoial assessment, of this program with the

following partiOular objectives:

.1.2.1 An.assesspent of facilities and staff, or

various technical and organisationdl

4r4lternativesl,
'Mb

1.2.2 An indication of the order of magnitude of 1

costs pertaining to these, alternatives.

1.2.3 To provide recommendations- concerning the

feasibility of, the available options.

,
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2. THE DRAFTtEUDISED PROGRAMME 1976 7

2.1 The proposals are based upon a need to coordinate

informatfon exchange activities in thefield of

Educational documentation and information at a

European

2.2 'Tathis end a centre of operations will be

established to control a number of functions:.

2.2.1 The maintenance and use of, the EUDISED

multilingual thesaurus.

2.2.2 The standards and format Of the EUDISED

data record.

2.2.3 ,Consolidation of data collected from
.

national agencies and maintenance.of the

combined database.

2.2.4 Redistribution of data to national agencies.

2.2.5 Provision cif user software packages bath for

use at the national agsncy Aevalandiwhere,

appropriate, at Ahe centre.
.

4
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` 13.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

/, 3:1 Records distributed by the centre, will bolas

'7

i

described in the TUldSED document .entitled 'STANDARDS),

FORMAT, QBARACTER REPRESENTATION' of 1973 ,and in

particular will conform to ISO 2709.

3.2 Estimates for computer time have been based upon 4

typical medium sized computer (e.g. the IBM 36040).,

Costs may well vary with differentcomputers,
7

operating systems and charging structures but those

F, given should give an accept.able order of magnitude.

3.3 Estimates of programming and analysis costs have been

made on a basis of 50 units of accbunt (u.a.) per day.

3.4 1 11.a. has been taken as equivalent to,50 Belgian

Francs. (approximately £0.65)

3.5 Rates are taken as of February 1975. No allowance

has been made for inflation or currency fluctuations.

3
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4.. COLLECTION OF DATA

4.1 Centralisation the argument'.

4.1.1 During the simulation exercise,the input

was received in the form of completeddata

sheete requiring central checking and

processing.

4.1.2 The EUDISED Should realisAically expect to
77,/

have to continue to do the bulk of the ci,t0,-"

'checking and processing in the short to'

Medium term.

4.1.3 This,,is because in all likelihood most of

the participating centres will not be in a
.4

position -4o.suppl prepared information in

'suitable magnetic ,tape format or they may.not

have the:firiance or facilities-to support .

theirvown data procesSing operation.

-47.1.41joweverl.thie should not be -thought of ae

undesireable, for there are conlsiderable\

advantages, to be had from a centralised iniatt

operation.
.

4.1.5 Obviously there is a considereble cost benefit

in establishing centralised: ke unctiing,

verification and database crea*on using

.dedicated\staff and facilities. .

I'

4

4.1.6 'Ali,equally-important advantage ofcentrilised
--it

data creation is
-

thatrduring the early years
- _

of the FRISED"systella it would be much easier

to control the system standards. There

would be less problem of trying `to reconcile

,input of different standards from different

sources.
, .

'C
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4.1.7 There may be some disadvantage,inthat

problems with 'records may not bb easy to

solve without reference back to the source.

This would be true in any case, however, and

possibly there might be fewer problems-with

data created at one place.

4.1.8
4

The same arguements apply even more strongly

to establishing a central database search

facility. Searching a single database for,

ten users is likely to be -ten times as

efficient as ten usera each searching their

own copy of the database.

4.1.9 This is not to imply that users should not be

encouraged to process their own dataor run

their own searches, but it should be

considered as a long term objective to have

national centres bearingthe main processing

burden. Some national'oentres.may not think

it economically worthwhile in the initial

stages of the system.



4.2 Volume of information:

4.2.1

1

The
4P
Draft EUDISED Programme documpnt giVes

.

expected year,ly,values for quantities of

information supplied. These values should
- .

be taken as generalindioatioh only.

The table below is_constructed from these

figures and is used as a basis for the

coatings in this report.

SOURCE OF INFORMATION 1976 .-1977

.

1976
.

1979

INPORMATIOW ON -..
,

EDUCATIONAL R eteli
. ,

NONBOOK MATERIAL
. .

, .

OTHER BIBLIOGRAPHICAL

'MATERIA1 st

TOTAL FOR EACH YEAR

CUMULATIVE TOTAL AT .

Rim OF YEAR

AYERiGE TOTAL. DURING

YEAR
,

22000

2,000

;2,006

12000

,

12000

3,000

.. 1.

dP

42000

6,000'

-.. ,

'42000

1,000

1,500

62000'

1

8,500

14,500

10,250

<'
.

12,00p,0

1,500.

1,500

4,000

18,500

1625G0

TABLE 1. Volumes of EUDISED information
.1,

- 6,-



4.2.2 There are a number ofother sources of

information which mightiossiblybeemployed

by EU'DISED to build up:a viable databasei

OECD An estimated:130% of the OECD.

database would beo)f interest to

EUDISED: That'is around600',records
u.

_

pax year.out-of a total off, 2000.,

SoweVer.there are problems with the

'OECD database.'They:do not have, sn

external information service and do

hot-produce exchange-tapes. The c,

equipment used is Blirroughsand would

imeatesome'compatibiiity problems.

Most importantly an estimated 90% Of

OECD documents are classified as

restricted or secret and the general

impression is that it oan be complex ,/

and diffidult to decla4sify'them.

r
r I

I

4.2;2.2 ILO --This information might be more

relevant up to 60% could be of

interest to EtJDISED. This would be

around 5000 records per year. There

would be-no problem in machine tei4e'

in getting exchange tape versions of

the data:

4.2.2.3 At some stage it may be considered

worthwhile,to,search the UK, hp and.

otheX MARC databases.

'4. 4 There are many other possible sources of
,

suchinfatuation such as the Educational I

. Soienceetape.from CNRS, the annual

18oientiho Researoh in, ritish

,
Universities and Colleges'. frOM the U.K.

,--4

DepartMent^ of. Education & Science, eta. -

- 7--
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5. DATA PREPARATION do

5.1 Data, preparation fas into two distinct divisiong

the intellectual part and the mechanical part;

5.2 Thecost associated with;the intellectual effort in-'

volved in cataloguing, indexing and abstracting from

an Original article or book is'generaliy found to be

around 7 u.a. .This is by far the greater part of the

total and in the ,EUDISED system will be borne by the
.

O

national centres.
1

5.3, The cost of key-punching and prOcessing the record is

estimated at around 2 u.a. by most MARC type recqrd

creators, a large percentage of this cost being absorbed,

by key_ -punching the data.

1"
5.4 Using the figures quoted above the cost of data prepar-

ation of the EUDISED program is given in the following

table. Volumes are obtainable from Table 1.-

YEAR INTELLECTUAL MECHANICAL TOTAL

COST COST COST
i

--?..

1976 14,000 4,009 18,000

) 1977 28,000 8,000 36,000

1978 59,500 17,000 76,500

,-

1979 28,000 8,000 . S6,000

.;

TABLE 2. Data preparation costs of the draft

BUDISZD program'in units Of'account.

5.5 There are -wo feasibleialiernative methods by which the

mechanical part of the processing can be done. .Either

a traditional data preparation via tiff line keyboard

with batched production runs,or-on-line preparation via V110:-

-a 9
_La
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.., . - ,,

-' 5.6 -An on7litie operatien' is more expensive in terms of -... ( -
.

.C- evil:cent:044,v oEramming 'althougti min &mita' are corn-. , --,

)
,

.
1

paiable 4ith eimethodd. This method would be,,, .

justifiable: `c /
.,1^y -.i/,' an existing_ on-line system was

''.employed u=. ,I, it Oomputer,with: all necessary equipment ,

..

1/2

4

*r.
,

-5,7- However, a reentral online system would not benefit

the nation centres unless they also take over the

complete Srstem - an' unlikely,prespeot.

5.8 A trOjitional data preparation method would be more -

appro ate to the F.UllgSEIr Beale of operations. Programs

woul be adnaiderably more easyato export 'to national

oen s 'as e. aoftivare package.

5.9 obvious medium for MARC type. records is paper tape.
, ,

.Paper tape punches are rtliasonably priced, (around 5,000 u.a.)

an have large character set, can produce hard copy
1 1

imultaneousiy with the"- tape, can accommodate variable

length record's withqut waste,'ean be telex compatible

for data transmission and are in general one of the cheap-

est. methods of data preparation.
14e

5.10 It would be advantageous to develop a generalised data

spooling and validation package in a machine independent

language for use national centres. The benefits
k 4

Itrould be as follows:

a) The obvious cost benefit of saving duplioated systems

.\ development costs.

\ 51;te method Of ensuring that all centres are producing
. -

\standardised record structures.
. '

c) I May, eh caui.age furthers lobal program development
, . . . -

tovsiMilar standards so that interchange. of focally
''coed \

... '' .'
''d!lope d.:, sof tware may be ,,possible. ,

11.6 .

10 -

r.



5.11 A caloi&iion of estimated oost-of.development of a, .
.

.

-.-_-- .

_, -,generalised- spooling package.,

S

Investigation and analysis

Programming

Testing (ptogram

DoOuMentation,
preparation of a

.

& 'system)

noluding
new manual

Total.

a

4

.5.weeks

20 weeks

15 weeks

5 weeks

55 weeks

At a bUreau rate of 50 u.a.= per man daythe manpower

cost of the system development iss I('

55 5 5CI 1.3,750 u. a.

Estimating computer,time'and overheads-at around 15%

of staff costs

Total development cost

2000 u. a.

159750. u:a.

5.12 Stich a package could be developed ei er by a software'

conley or 'in house'. An 'in hous Operation-would

be less expensive but would take'longer as a,, bureau can

compress the time scale by putting several people onto

Vie
lob simultaneously.

.4

5.13 Asiimming the use'of a senior analyst and an analyst/

ogrammer, the minimum elapsed time 1.v/tired tocom

pl to the package would be 35 weeksas indicated in

the. °flowing chart.

7

4,4 40

5
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SI

--ANALYSIS 'P - PROGRAMMING T - TESTING

ELAPSED WEEKS 0

'SENIOR ANALYST

PROGRAMMER

5 10

A A

15 20

D -/lltIUMENTATION

25 30 35

D

A P P P
r

' By use of a second programmer, or if the senior analyst

was also. a,proglammer, the elapsed time could be short-

ened by 10'weeks lo 25 weeks.

.14 An alternative approach is to attemptito adapt an existing

package to meet the EUDISED requirements, but there are

not many such packages available. A possibility would

be. the British Library 'Software Package Module 2', which

is a generalised speain-Igand validation program. It

is available from. the British Library at a.cost of £200

and has been used for the EUDISED.demonstration exeeciie._

However, it is not a machine independent package, at it

is written in IBM assembler-language specifiMlly foi

the IBM 360/370 range of computers.

'

4



O.

TRANSMISSION 'OP DATA STANDARDS

6.1 Until such time as a EURONET system involving data
4

transmission over public telecommunicationlines is

createdl.the obvious method of transmitting complete.

files of EUDISED,recordsris on magnetip tape. The

standards are well defined, the information is in a
'

very compact form and tapei are relatively sturdy.

6.2 The following magnetic 'tape formats'maT have to be

supported: Ki /

7 track 556 b.pii.

9 track 800

9 track 1,640 b.p.i.

It is possible that the 7.track version'may not be

necessary, as' most modern computer systems have

standardised on 9 track.

6.3 The ISO 7-bit code has been accepted as a EftISED inter

change standard (ISO/R 646) using 4e ISO 2022 procedure
o

, Pot character extension.

6.4 Although not stated the use of thebestandards Implies

adoption of ISO/R 962 for the implementation of the

7-bit code on a 96ack tape, and the adoption of

ISb/R 961 for tha;implementation ont9 7 track tape if

required. ,

20

6.5 Also ISO/1861 and.ISO/R 1863 may be implied which xelate

to format ad reoording specifications. These standards.'

give physical specifications-formagnetid'iapes and

the way that data is recorded. One stated 'recommendation

is that a block should have a length of between la and

2,048 characters inclusive. Block spanning techniques

will have to be adopted particularly for 7, track tapes,

if used, as half of the characters require two positions

- 13 -
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for representation on magnetic tape., (Under consideration

by ISO/TC.97:)

6.6 As regards tape and file labels' there.are relevant stan
dards (e.g. ISO/R 1001), but many suppliers of tape

services have adopted unlabelled tapee4c`The to ring

ofseourity is compensated by the ease cif use, there

being'no label compatibility problems from one machine
.

to another.

.
6.,7 ISO 2709 is adoptad as the appropriate record structure

for information interchange within, the EUDISED network.

4'.

k
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7. REdhIPT AND CONVERSION OF TAPES

. 7:1 A study by Jarie,Wainwright,(l) of Aslib has shown, that

several major producers ofbibliographic intornkticin do

not follow ISO 2709.crFven among those who do folloiiN:

the standard there are considerable minorvariations in--

format Aue to differences in choice of optiond.,

7.2 There Were also found to be large variations in cat.-",

loguirig praistices,and character sets as well as in the

content designators. IFLA, UNESCO and UNI'IST are

currently' considering content standards.

7.3 'Ina reportcommissionea:by EUDiSED.Wr. C. Tucker (2)

has investigated and'costed thS problem of MARC record .

conversion.

7.4 In section 4 of this report.he proposes a_suite of four

programs to handle the conversions required:

Program ,A A geneialised parameter driven program for

conversion of MARC records lo'the EUDISED

exchange format.

Program R Special programs written to convert-non-

MARC' information to the'EUDISED exchange

format.

L

(1) Wainwright J.; "Standards' used by Bibliographic

Taps Services: A COmparison"; Aslib; London,

OSTI Rep. 5191 (1974)

(2) Tucker C.; ,SUDISEDTstwork.Interchangs Require

ments'and MARC Record Conversion" (1974)

- 15 ,2i.



Program C A program to convert FUDISED exchange format

to the internal handling format.
,

A p

Program.D To convert the EUDISED internal format to

exchange format.

7.5 .The cost estimate for programs AtO and D written as machine

.'independentsuites of programs at consultancy rites Was
.

£18,000 (29,000 u.a.)

(Program B'requires a.separate version for.eaoil data source.

Costs could vary considerably With the;record content and

format. It is not clear. whether there wi11 be any such

sources of data.)

7.6 Programs C and D are required for the EUDISED program to
NY '*commence exchange of.:information.

7.7 Program A is intended to handle nonEUDISED MARC records
. . .

such as~ those created by OECD, ILO or BUB/LC MARC ser

vices (however see_Section 4.2.2) etc. Such records

would certainly reWire further intellectual analysis

to bring them-fully itto line with EUDISED standards, e.g.-

the addition of thebaurus terms and an abstract. This

`would
require visual inspection by a qualifiedcatinoguer

trid. keyboarding of amendments. It is difficult toeati
..

mate the Cost of this Opepittion without detailed 'reference

to a specific record, but a figure of around 0.5 to 1 u.a.

would be, of the right ordtr of magnitude.

7.8 Breakinedown the alloca on of manpower for programs

C and D ,gives the followi g:

22
P.

,

4



0

1.4

4*

r.

a

A.

C

Analysis' 4 weeks 4 weeks

Programming. 3 weeks 3 weeks

TeOing 5 weeks -6 weeks

Documentation 2 weeks , 2 weeks

TOTAL 14 weeks 15 weeks'

COMBINED 'TOTAL 29 viesks

-

Using a per diem rate of 50.u.a. Tor,analysis and

programming, the total manpower cost is 7,250 u.a.

Adding 15% as ah average figure' for computer time and

otHer overheads ad overall total cost for programs C

and D' is 8,5001.1.a.

7.9' Note that using the,sade per diem rate the cost of

program A inclusive of all overheads would,be 10,000 u.a.



8. MAINTENANCE OF *THE DATABASE

c.

8.1 Table 1 in Section 4.2 gives values for the amount of

information expected each year. .From this table the

computer costs of maintaining the datRbase can be ca/cul-
,.

. ated. The costs ale based,upon timesutied-by systems

suoh as the British Education Index, i.e. a batched tape

base processing system:

FRE4UEiCY
. 1976 1977 ,

197.8 197

OF ACCESS.'

WEEKLY 420 680 1,010 :1,350

MONTHLY 100 . 155 233 = 290
v

TABLE,3. Cost in u.a. ofMaintenance of the MUSED

database..

8.2 In the early life Of the database, the file size will

be small. and the supply of information probably in-

frequent and it will be practical to access the database-.

directly fof all additions of information.

8.3. As the numbers of centres supplying information increase

and the database size grows it will become more economr

, ical to-merge the incoming information before applying

to the-master file.

I A

8.4 The staff cost involved in nikaiAtAning the ditRbase

would be quite small -'around 2 mean weeks per year -

500 u. a.

. 24
- 18 -
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9." TNEtEUD1StD TRESAUkUS

9.1. The thesaurus at present consists of some 2,800 terms
9 4

held in fout,lang4age0 s with other.language versions

being prepared. The average term length is around '
.

25.characters with a maximum of 35 characters.

'9.2 At present the thesaurus'is used as a reference tool '

only and thersis not a great amount of amendpent.

There is a'twice yearly meeting to disouss( proposed

changes or additions and a newsletter of, such changes

agreed is published.

9.3 When Vae thesaurus is used as a searching, tool, one

would expect initially a higher revision rate. This Will

also be true as extra language versions are added to the

system. 'The grnh below indicates the experience obtained

with the ENDS and SDIM systems as to rates of change.

Number
of
terms

Imm. 1 0.00 Thesaurus

IProposal

1 2 t 3 4
Years

After 4 or 5 years the rate of increase approaches,zero.

There will always be a few new terms created each year.

9.4 The thesaurus has been maintained very effectively by

Mr. Thomas of-the Central Library and Documentation

Service at the International Labour Office in Geneva.

If it is thought feasible to. use the ISIS system for

the EUDISED centre, then there will be.mo problem in

continuing this maintenance.



9..5 It seems unlikely that ILO could continue to maintain

and manage the EUDiSED thesaurus for otherithan a short

term.

9.6 The cost of developing .a system for maintenance of the

thesaurus is estimated as follows:

Analysis 1 man months

Programming 2 man months
1

Testing 2 man months

Pocument6ion 2 man weeks

TOTAL 6 man.months

At a rate of 50 u.a. per diem the manpower cost would

be 7,000 u.a.

4`

Asigilming computer time and overheads at apprOximatelY

l5 of the manpower cost gives an overall total for

the system of 8,000 u.a.

9.7 This estimate is of course' for a batch processed system

a

using direct access storage rather than the online

system in use. at ILO.

2
- 20 -
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9.8 Publioation of the Thesaurus.

fr.
9.8.1 A new editiOn will probably be required every two

or three years.

9.8.2 The_aotual layout and type of a printed thesaurus

.
is a sensitive point with.indexers. Mbst indexers

would prefer td have a straightforward alphabetical,

listspith cross references rather than a conceptually

,ordered list.

9.8.3 Some people alsohold_the view that a standard .

version of a thesaurus used by indexers does not

need, and could be anti-oonetruotive, to have

Broader Terms(BT). The indexer needs Narrower

Terms (NT) and Related Terms (RT).

.T

.."

9.8.4 These points are intended to illOstrate the argu- Th

ments that. an output publication program for the .

thesaurus needs to be flexible and that the output

should be discussed pith those concerned before

the next puhZished edition.

9.8.5 A newsletter of changes modifications will be,

published at regular interv4s and to this end

an internal indiciation of modified, terms will be.
. .

held on the computer file..-"
I

4
9.8.6 -For oostin of publications see the Seotion on

output.
ow.

1,

;

eF
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9.9 Compatibility with Other Thesauri

9.9.1 Miss Ariane Iljon (1) has done an in depth study

,and comparison of two educational thesauril'and

has ventured the opinion that before one can use

fully employ ,a computer ,inn conversion from one

thesaurus system to another a formidable amount

of intellectual effort of analysis and comparison

must be done.
04k

9.9.2 In the short to medium term all information

received without EUDISED thesaurus terms will

have to be arialysed centrally or considered to

be without terms and thus only available for -free

text searching.

However, the OECD Yacrothesaurus is compatible

with the'EUDISED'thesaurus and will present no
(-)

problem.' (But see Section 4.2.2)
, -

Q

I

C

Iljon Ariane, ,ConcordanceetCompattbilite

de deux, thesauri en pedagogie4".....,,DOPAED':

..Itt FUDISED' Padagogisches Zentrum,

Berlin, 1974.

4
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9.10 Thesaurus terms and the EUDISED record

4

9.10.1 The EUDISEDrecord is created with an abstract

which contains embedded thesaurus terms. The

terms are identified by enclosing them between

spokes'.

;,

`9.10.2 T7 exaMplet-

,
...this study is concerned with exploring

A
possibilities of /drama' iationrin sphool for

/teaching/ and /learning/. /Drama/ dramatisi=
s yam+

,
;

tion and school plays/ are Conceived as
o

;In this example five thesaurus terms are

'indicated.

9.10.3 The record can be in one of three languages -

French, German or Fnglish. Publications will

have three, sections and all search requests

can result in records in one or more of the

three base-languages.-

It.would be very helpful if some sort Of

translation aid was given with each record

to ena'bie a user, who, is not familiar with the

language of the record; to understand the subject

matter as described in the abstract.

9.10.5 :One proposal for solving this problem would be

to include a list of the thesaurus terms in all

.three languages with the original abstract in

,printed publications as a miniature dictionary.

9.10.6 For example;

fi

Abstract: On the assumption that forecasting'



ti

school Achievement/9 on the basis of /intelligence

testis iSof little reliability because verbal

/comprehension/ is not_tested, a /test /'for verbal

comprehension is developed. The study tries to

identify-relationships of comprehension of /spoken

language/ to intelligence,, school achievements,

age, sex sand 7 social status.

lohievements Rendement
:

Intelligence test
,

Comprehension

Test ,.

SPoken Language

Social Status

Test di Intelligence,

Comprehension

Test

Langage Parle

Status Social

9.1047 In the above example a poor English reader would

.9 at least have a number.of the key words translated,

making compiehension of the abstract soqewhat

easier.:

9410.8 In the case of search requests, a similar "diction-

ary! could be printed but would.only be necessary

if the'language of the record web not the language

of the requestgr4

4

9.10.9 In any case only two-Oo;umns would be necessary
.

- the record language and the language of the

search request which could be any one of the /an-.

guages held in'the thesaurus.

7

9.10.10' The actual techniques employed in the translation'

ofterms-,needs detailed work by a systems analyst,

but I foresee no great woblemg. Mr. Thomas

of GeneVilnforms me that a hr. Kurmey of the

IDRC in .Ottawa is investigating a similar problem

at this time.

- 24 r =



9.10.11 It would seem probable that the solution would'

be t6 convert thesaurus terms via a directory 18

a reference number. These reference numbers could

be held conveniently compactly within the record.

On autput.thenumber will Thad directly to a

multilingual thesaurus entry on a diiect accsss

device and a suitable 'dictionary'' constructed

if necessary.

A ,A search request can also be reduced to-numeric

equivalents and searching could be done more

efficIently.by this means.

9.10.12 It would be a simple matter to maintain statistics

on the frequency of occurrence of terms in the

EUDISED records and on the frequency of occurrence

of terms used in searches. These statistics could

e-he d on the thesa;urus file and printed as

. freq ently as required.

9.10.13 The system operated by ENDS (1) incorporates two

levelsof sophistUsation which may be valuable

in the EUDISED context, in thd long term, if not

A immediatly.

One is the use of an automatio correction

mechanism. In essence this consists of a method'

of attempting to correct unrecognised thesaurus

terms either by checking against an established

list of known erroneous spellings or by a program

which adds, deletes or exchanges letters in the

incorrect term in an attempt to.find a matching

-desdriptor. This mechanism traps and cortct a

very significant volume of errors.

The second is the use of a relevance feedback

prooedure which enables a\response to a request to

14come significantly more precise.

(1) ,Vernimb Carl and Stephan 0., 'Nuclear Engineering

& Design -'-Vol 25, No. 3, August 1973.
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. 10..CREATION OP EXCHANGE TAPES

10.1 The major cost of an exchange tape service -lies in

the manual and related,aptivities rathem than the

computer time used Which is .relatively
St

4.

10.2 A cost of 6 u.a. par reershould cover computer

charges, handling, Tostage and padkaging. Of this

amount between u.a. and are attributable

to the postage costs.

O.

10.3 A standard 600 foot (185 metre) reel of tape will

cost around 6 u.a.

10.4 The tapes themselves can either besold as part of the

service, along with the information, or loaned and return

able for reoycling.

10.5 The decision taken on this will no doubt depend upon

thel/Charging policy for the' projec4. If 4ch§inge tapes

are made, available without cost to participants, then

it would be logical to recycle the tapes and absorb

the costs centrally.

10.6 If a service fee is charged then the best sclutiOn

would be to charge-users for each tape and to credit

them for returned tapes. This is because some will

wl.sh to retain their input data during system testing

of as security backups for indefinite periods.; r

Others may wish to return them in batches to slve.on

postage costs. ,

10.7 In either case the replacement cost of the tapes1must

be amortised over a, certain perlad. Although it is,

quite possible to use a magretiq tape 50. or 100 times

without degradation, I would propose that they be

amortised over 10 uses as these tapes-aro subject to



greater wear and tear during postage and use on different

types of computer in varying conditions.

10.8 The amortisation costs would then be 0.6 u.a. per reel

giving a total reel cost of 6.6.u.a.

10.9 The following table gives the costs associated with run

ntng tape services for a varying number of users.

siivisp FREQUENCY
x.

NUMBER
OF USERS

iiEuLY BIWEFXLY MONTHLY

1 ., 345 172 80

2 690 `--(3-45 160

5* 1,720 860 400

10 3,430 1;720 800

25 8,580 4,290 2,000

50 17,200 8.2580 4,000

100 . 34,300 17,200 8,000

TABLE 4. Exchange tape service costs in

accounting units per year.'

10.10 If tapes areto be recycled a stock will have to be

established. For a weekly service the stock will have

to be at least 8 reels per user and for a monthly

service 4 reels per user.. That is between 24-u.a. and

48 u.a. for eachcustomer as a stock.

10.11 There will also be customers requiring seven track

versions of the tapes. The host system computer may

not have a seven track tape drive facility. This will

necessitate location and use of a suitable computer.
4
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If this computer is program cOmpatibl4 then the exchange

tape creatio prograr can be written with a parameter

driven convei)bion table, otherwise a conversion'prografii*

will:ave to be written for 7 track conversion. (The

British Library have a conversion program for use on

IBM equipment, but -this would require modification for

use on the,largerrcEDOISED character set.)

10.12 It is assumed that. the host computer system will have`

800 b.p.i. 9 track and 1600 b.p.i. -9 track.

10.13s. Finally, there will also be requests for copies of the

total database or sections of the total. This will

require the same question to.be met, i.e.. are the tape

reels supplied as part of the service or loaned with

the information. The'2,400 foot (730 metre) magnetic

tapes cost around 10 u.a.

10.14 The cost of a master file exchange copy can be calcul

ated roughly from the equation (4 4- 1000 ) u.a. where

N .number of records on the file.

10.15 For example, if the database contains 10,000 records,

the cost of creating an exchange version would: be

4 t 3921221 = 241,000 u.a.

no
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, 11. 'PROFILE SEARCH FACILITIES

11.1 Description of facilities required

11.1.1 Profile search facilities will be required to

provide occasid l Retrosp-botive Searches (RS)
r.

on specific demand by a new and a regular °

Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI)
.

service for ak4r9gp of users interested in

particular 'subsets of newly acquired material.

11.1.2 The same computer program would be able to handle.

both RS and SDI services.

11.1.3 The thesaurus terms are expected to be of primary

importance within a user's profile..

However, may. significant items

in their profiles such as the following;

a) A specific associated-name e.g. author/researcher/

research assistant etc.

Work carried out at a particular institute.

o) The presence of specifi6 words or phrases in

the title or abstrAct or notes.

d) Works of a particular nature i.e. books/filips/

microfilms etc.

e) Works of one language only or of one stated

country of publication.

f) Works with a specific data or range of dates

of publication etc.



r" I

1.

11.1.5 Requests for profiles may be of a simple or complex

type.

11.1.6 For example, a simpler profile could request any

record with the term queuing theory in the list

of thesaurus terms.

11.1.7 A more complex profile could be for examples.

Any.'book,published in the En&l.ish Language in or >--.

after 1974*with*the term' statieticAl but not

statistical mechanicsl.statistical-services or

statistical thermodynamics.

4



, 11.2 PROFILE STARCH FROGRhMi

11.2.1. Ideally, programs to.do.this type of search would be

written in a machine endependent language (such as

COBOL) for use at all, levels within the network.

11:2.2 The documentation would necessarily have to be of

'sufficient calibre and detail that a systems analyst

working at national or, local level oouldeasily

create a working profile.

. 11.2.3 This assumes a relatively straightforward sequentially

organised tape based system Supplying an exchange tape

or a printed list.

11.2.4 Such a system is estimaed4below.

ti
Investigation and Analysis 4 weeks

PrOgramming 5 weeks

Program and ,system testing' 9 weeks

llOcumentation, inoluding preparation

of a new manual
4 weeks

TOTAL 22 weeks

At 50 u.a.-per diem, thei'manpower costs 5,500 u.a.

Computer time and overheads estimated

at 15%

Total development costs

800 u.a.

6,300 u.a.

11.2,5 The British Library has a profile search fabil±ty

as part of the fLibiary Software;Padkage Module 1'

This is not,machtne independent, being written in

Assembley language for IBM"computers.,'This program

f

L.
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would require very little modificatiOn to run on EUDISED

format records and could thus make a useful initial

search facility-at the EUDISED centre. 'It is available

from the British ,Library at £200 inclusive of complete

documentation and could probably be made operational on

EUDISED records at.a total cost of under 1,000 u.a.

11.2.6 An alternative and more sophisticated system would use

online terminals for RS such as the systems operational

at ILO in Geneva or at the Furopean Commission in

Luxembourg-.

11.2.7 An online dialogue provides instant feed back to the

terminal operator with statistics on the number of

matches achieved. This allows immediate modification

of the profile to yield a convenient number of answers.

114.8 Inthe experience of the ENDS (1) system introduction

of online RS facilities has enabled them to achieve

a greater throuiput. ,One is in effect replacing low

grade clerical staff by a high, grade expert at a terminal.

11.2.9 However, the interest in and volume of RS for EUDISED

could not be expected to create any throughput problems

in the early years, f the EUDISED database. There are

no great advantages in an online system for SDI.

11.2.10 There are substantialdrawbacks to operating an on line

system. 'Although actual computer time costs are not .

significantly more than for a batch system there are

related costs for Visual Display Terminals, modems,

connecting lines and disc storage which could add at

least 10,000 u.a. per annum to the operational costs.

11.2.11 The initial system development for an on -line opera

tion is 'considerably more expensive than for a batch

(1) Vernimb C., 'Nuclear Engineering and Design'

Vol.25 No. 3 August 1973.
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system but the ISIS system at ILO and the ENDS systems,

at CEC could be made available. Both systems operate

in the same basic way and both have beenproved over

years of operational life.

11.2.12 The ILO (1) system would appear to be more suitable for

EUDISED purposes being based upon a MARC record very

similar to the EUDISED record, particularly -as regards

the method of holding the abstract. Complete statistics

are available on term frequency and main subjects inves

tigated by maintenance of historical files searches.

The ILO system incorporates a complete bibliographioal

control system including file maintenance,: caW6iii;

and index formatting (for computer typesetting) and a

loans system (Of possiblelong term interest).

11.2.13 Er. W. Sohieber of ILO estimates that one should expect

t systems transfer cost of around % 10,000 assuming,

there is a suitable host_computer system.

11.2.14 The systems in use at thq CEC are more search oriented

than the ISIS system and appear to have an extra level

of sophistication with the relevant feed back mechanism

and automaUc correction'facilities. This is necessary

due to the very large number of .searches And the very -,

large database, but would not be significant in the

EUDISED scale of operations.

(1) Sohieber W., 'ISIS A General Description of an

Approach to Computerised Bibliographical Control'

ILO, "Geneva, 1973
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11.3 PROFILE FORMULATION COSTS

11.3.1 The cost of creatine.a profile is primgiil'

attributable to the staff costs of an exper en-

ced person. '117ie time taken may vary from a f

,minutes for a very simple,profile to an hour or

more for a complex profile.

1113.2 The working document produced by'the PSnel on

Pricing Policy of the CIDST (1) gives informa-

tion.on systems operated by 18 information centres.

11.3:3 Although the resulting figures were divergent,
fi

reflecting the heterogeneity of the systems

studied, a general order of-magnitude can,be

usefully obtained. Were appropriate I have

-included the experience of the British Library

into figures quoted.

11.3.4 Retrospective search'(RS) profiles are normally

'once, off' for each user and thus are not subject

to amendment and addition as are SDI searches as

users gain in experience. Thus the post of

creation of RS profile is less than those of SDI

profiles on average.

11.3.5 Atypical figure for an RS profile was around

15 u.a. (around 1.5 u.a. per search term).

4

O

(1) Drees 'Gerd., 'Cost'of Scientific and Teohnical.

Information and Documentation Systems'
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.Search Machine Run.Costs,

11.4.1 The en* working document gives figures for the
. :

cost of a retroppeotive search of between 0.06 u.s.

and 0.27 u.a. 'per search term, thousand records
-

. , )

in the database.
,

. 11.4.2 Nhere is a very wide variation according to type

of database, degree ofus4e, method of ca1o91a-:

ti tingcoste, etc. !he- :costs for thel3RDS eistemL..

for example are very low due to the-high-ueeage
. .

/-
; ,

'ts

and the search techniques used. '

-

. 11.4.3 A series of experiments Was Carried ou%. at the

British Library using the tearohfacilities of

the Library_ Software Package: '.This is a simple

sequential batched search and resulted in an aver
.

ags search cost of 0.10 u.a. per term per thousand
.

records searched.
,

11.4.4 The relative

what. greater

computer run

cost for very small files is.some=

as there are fired overheads for any

Whether on a small or large file.

11.4.5 Also the cost of an RS run for a very small pro.file

becomes greater as input.tape 'reading delays

become greater than the ptocessing"tiMe per, record.

11.4.6 A figure for coats per leference found is lese%.

meaningful since it is up to the user to choose

a broad.speotrum search with a resulting,high

success rate or anarrow band search with a lower

success rate and hence higheAosts per reference.
.,.

, On average` the cost fore the systeffis investigated
, -.

Was around 1 u.a. per rqeren9p aipplied.-
.., _.,

4
-
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11.4.7 The following equation will give an order of

magnitude cost for a re4trospective search run. ,

7*

11.4:8

(LEN N4-=, .4- 6) u a`10 3 ''
where T = No. of search terms

N = File size in thousands of records.

This does not include the cost of profile formu

lations_ checking, Outpu creation or, dispatch.

, ..
/;' / / ,l /

The average file size for each year is given in

liTable 1 Section 4.2,1. e number of hearch

terms if not known can calculated at a rate

of 11 terms Per profile this figure derived

from the CIDST study.

11.4.9 Given the above information we can postulate.

a 'typical useage pattern and calaillate the cost.

11.4.10: Le t us' suppose that in the first year of opera

,
tion there are -10 users, say, 2 in April, 2 in

July', 3 in September and 5 in December. The

average file size, is 1,000 records. (N = 1)

NT N
April run

10 -3- .7
e
V

l
10

23 1 4. 6 = 8.6 u. a.

my 1 4 6 pt. 4 "
0 , 3

September 1 x 34i+ 1 )6 =1034
q 3

9.8 u.a.

. December 1 x 57i 1 6 = 12.1 u.a.
10 + +.3

Total for /ear

42

39.1 u. a.



11.4.11 For the,second year let us postulate 2 users ..

each month. Average file size.is 4.000'reoords

a (N 4)
3 .

+4 + 6 = 16.5 11.ae-Average onthly cost
1

'10

23
3

I98.4_Total or year T

11.4.12 For year 3 let'us suppose there are on average

4 users each month. The average file size

is-estimated at 10,000 records.

Average monthly cost
10 - -5 4 6

10 x 46 10
u.a.

Total for year 640 Wa.

11.4.3eq-- Ph table, fims:te annual Maximum

cost a monthly RS tun for a varying

ber of users each year.

TOTAL USERS
Awn YEAR

1976 1977 1978

.

9 15 27

2
.

.

17 30 53

'5 119.40 63

10 78
119 208

20 112 198, 379,

50 181 405 862

TABLE 5. Maximum annual cost of an R.S

service for a given number of ,

users. (Machine time ably)

4a
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. ... ,

'.3.1.-4..3.4_ For .an SDI service the same equation. will give

oa,

an Order of magatude cost per run but the value

of It will be.much loWer as the SDI is run only ,

againSt the latest added.. or amended infortation.

11.4.15 Averaging over adrear we can say thiLt the _cog,t--

will be:-

g

F(110
3

2 .1-1-4- 6)

.

where F' s the number of runs in a year.

The table below giViis an indication of the annual

cost of a monthly SDI service for a varying

number of users.

USERS FOR EACH
MONTHLY RUN

1976

iA. L

1977 1978.

1 75-
1 78 t5

,.
2 77, 82 94

5 84 . 96 124

10 96 119 1 173

20 4 119 165 270

.

50
,

188 303 ' 563

TABLE 6. Annual cost of an ,SDI service' for a

given number of users.

Jr
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11.5 Search Output Costs

11.5.1 Successfully retrieved records maybe supplied

to the user either as a printed list or as an

exchange file.

11.5.2 The averagik number of ieferences supplieeby a

retrospective searolvwas found, by the working

partly, to be 45. The average for an .SDI was

recorddl

. 11.5.3 in either case the boat of printing is lows,'

at 500 lines per minute and 20 lines per

repord it takes less than 2 minutes, i.e. 3

say 4 u.4..inClusive of harlimg and post;

11.5.4 The cost of, creation of an exchangs,tape is some

what gisater at about 6 u.a. iholusive of handltng

and postage.

1'

'15

4

f
I

.,$

1.
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11.6 Annual SDI and RS costs
,

';11.6.1 From the preceding sections we can estimate the

total search costs:over a typical 3 yehr program.

,

11.6:2' Let us postulate an RS usage of 5 users in year 1,

10 users in, year 2 and 20 users in year 3 for a

monthly run.

a) Profile costs a total, of 35 profiles at.

15 u.a. givea 525 u.a.

b) Lachine costs from Table 5 we get machine

costs of 40 u.a.1 119 u.a. and 379 u.a.1

totalling 538 u. a.

c) lissumint half of the output to be printed

Ind the rest on exohange tapes and the

figures in Section 11.5 we-get a total of

175 u.a.

11.6.3 Similarly for a postulated use of 10 in year 1.

20 in year 2 and 50 in year 3 for a monthly

SDI service;

a

a) Profile costs 60 at 25 u.a. gives a total

of 1,500 u.a.

b) Machine costs from Table 6 yearly costs of

96, 165 and 563 u. ate, Lotalling 824 u.a.

c) Output costs again assuming half printed

and half on exchange tape the output costs

total 4,800"u.a.

Thus the total SDI costs will be 7,124 u.a.



11.6.4 An amount should also be added for programmer/

analyst run oontrol management, requiring 1 day

per run at 50 u.a. per day.

11.6.5 The overall total for the searoh operation beoomes;

RS 1,238 u.a.

SDI' 7,124 u.a..

Management 3,600 u.a.

TOTAL 11,962 u.a.

11.6.6 Note that these examples are based upon guesses

with which the reader is welcome to disagree.
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12 OUTPUT

12.1 Formatting of output data

. 12.1.1 In the simplest terms the formatting of

most output catalogues will require the

following basic steps:

a) selection

b) .sorting

c) formatting

d) output production

Selection

Sorting
4

Formatting

OUTPUT DEVICE

e.g. line printer
phototypesetter
microfilm etc.

12.1.2 The selection of data could be for a current

awareness publication or for a catalogue of

a particular class of material, e.g. all

microfilmed publications, all English

language material etc.
d.



This step may involve preformatting of sort

keys. This operatiod has been costed.for.

various types of publication and the highest .

average figure taken for the following costing

exceroise. The'figure taken is 3 u.a. per

thousand records selected.'

14.1.3 The cost of sorting relates to the size of the-

records and the number of records. The highest

average figure takes into adgount the fact that

a-single original record can produce three or

more records to be sorted. For.exainple a

, single record could give rise to an Author entry,

a Title entry and more than one oross reference

entry in an alphabetic index. The figure. taken-,-

in this case is 3.5 u.. per thousand

(originating) records.

12e1.4" Output foAWatting will depend to some extent

on the output type, i.e. whether for a line

printer (simple),or for a phototypesetter

(complex) etc. A figure taken for a complex

example is 4.5 u.a. per thousand (originating)

records.

12.1.5 In each case a miniRum figure of 1 u.a. 4as

been assumed to cover the costs of job

submission, file mounting etc.

ti
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12.2' Publication,sizes.
-s

12.2.1 Current'awareness-publicationbf typically have

several sections, usually two,or more of the

. following classified section, index section,

subject index section.

12.2.2 Overall, publications which employ records -with

large, abstracts tend to drop ielow a figure of

8 records per page (A4 size) of complete

publication.That,is a publica*ion with 400

records would take at least.100 pages,.

12.2.3 The British National B bliography which

employed a full MARC ecordlbut without an

abstract) averaged around'9,records per printed

page. The I,L.O. Bulletin whibh used a, less

comprehensive repordlbut has a_lengthy'abstract

with each record, is around 7 records-per page.

12.2.4 For the following costing notes I have assumed

a figure-of 7 records per printed A4 page.

12.2.5 A cndrMal'printed A4 page can comfortably

contain twice as much information as a standard

computer line printer page. F'Or computer

print out-of complete catalogues a figure of

3 records per line printer page has been

assumed.

12.2.6 Table 1 gives information on the expected annual

increase in data base size. In essence this

comes to the following:

1976. 2000 record?)

1977 4000 records4

.
1978 8500 records

1979 4000 records

-



12.2.7 Although these are only estimates they will

sere as a basis for the following costing

excer 'se. Splitting each years increment into

weekly, monthly and quarterly segments the:

following table is derived.

1976 1977 1978 1979

Weekly 39 77 164 77

Monthly 167 333 709 333

Quarterly 500 1000 2125 1000

AnnVilly 2000 4000 8500 4000

TABLE 7 Periodic increments in the EUDISED

database.

12.2.8 From these figures the sizes of current

awareness publications and annual volumes can

be calculated.

a

1976 1977 1978 1979

Weekly

Monthly ,

6

(12)

24

Xl
(22).

48

24
(47)

102

11

(22)

48 .

(48) -(96) (203)_ (96)

Quarterly . 72 4' 144 304 144
(143) (286) (608) (286)

Annual '286 572 1215 572

(572) (1143) (2430) (1143)

TABLE 8 Size of EUDISED printed publications.

Figures in brackets are for line

printer pages.

AR
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12.2.9 Formatting costs for the above publication sizes

can be calculated and are given in the following

table.

1976 1977 1978 1979

'VEEKLY,

MONTHLY

,

3

3

3

4

3

8

3

4

'-

.

WARTEmt., 6 11 23 11.

ALANNUAL '-- 22 - 44 94 44

TABLE 9. Potmatting costs in u.a.-for various

possible EUDISED publications.

7
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12.3 Line Printer Output

12:3.1 The American Library; Association (ALA) print chain
,i

u.-has a set of 162 unique characters for use on IBM

equipment. Individual characters are replaceable --

on application to IBM.
*

12.3.2 The rental for such a-chain is around 80 u.a. per

month or purchase at approximately 3,000
.

12.3.3 The disadvantage' of such a chain_is that it rUns.

considerably sloier than a standard upper/lower

-case chain. z.

.

12.3.4 Normal bureau printing Charges for an HN (upper

case only) print chain are between o.5 4.a. and

1 u.a. per-thousand lines. Most bureaux would

not inorease this charge unless there was a dis

proportionate amount of printing.- However, large

print runs could be timed for slack periods, over

weekends etc

12.3.5 I shall assume a cost of 1 u.a. per thousand lines

inclusive of bursting and binding and the cost

of paper.

12.3.6 At.60 lines per page this works out to be o.o6 u.a.

peromiputer line printid page.

12.3.7 From Tables 8 and 9 the cost of a line printed
.1

publication including formatting can be calcul

ated. The results are given. in the table below.
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1976 . 1977 1978
\-/

1979

.

WEEKLY 3.7 4.3 5.8 -4.3

EmiTan 5.8 9.8 ,,-.20.2 '9.6k

QUARTERLY .14.6 28. . 59.5 28;2.

ANNUAL <
, 56.3 113.0 240.0 113.0

TABLE 10. Cost of a single line printed copy of

a EUtISED publication indlusive of

formatting.

12.3.8 If use'of multipart stationery is made then the,

cost of multiple copies can be reduced substan

tially. One could expect up to three legible

copies as well ahhe top copy. In the following

table which, gives costinge of multiple line printed

copies the figures in brackets are for the cost

using 4 Part stationery.

1976 1977

WEEKLY 39
(12)

69

(20)

MONTHLY 147 292
(40) (79)

QUARTERLY 438 875
(118) (234)

AITUAL 1,738 . 3,476
(468)" (936)

1978

144
(40)

620
4166)

1,847

(497)

7,384
(1,990)

1979

69

(20)

292

(79)

875
(234)

3,476
(936)

TABLE 11. Cost per run of 50 copies, of line printed

EUDISED publications., Figures in brackets

are those if 4 part stationery is used.
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12.3.9 The cost of bore than 50 - copies Can be obtained':::

by simple ,addition sufficiently atiourately,

e.g. 1,000 copies of 1976 anrivai .. %

1,738 (468) x 20 = 3,4760 .(9,360) 1.1.a.i

,12.3.10 From these 'tables can be'derived the cost of a
r

complete 140 printed publication program. For

example, if i,is decided to produce a monthly

curre awareness (CA) publication and an annual

volume edition of 50 copies for the CA and ,

1,000 copies of the annual then the cost eaoh year

would be as follow: -,'

YEAR 1 36,506&a. .(9,800)

YEAR 2 . 73,000 h.a.)A9,760)

YEAR.3 155,000 u.a. (42,000)

YEAR 4 .14,960 u.a. (19,700)

Figures in braoketare again using 4 part stationery.

12.3.11 Quality - a sample listing using the ALA chain is

attached at Appendix A. Aa.,canbe seen, the lfst.-

ing is adequately legible -although probably not
,

acceptable for a pretitige publication.

12.3.12 A significan% advantage of line printer output

is that it is immediate - no production delays

except possibly.for binding. .

12.3.13 ik considerable improvementin line printer quality

can bi%° achieved by using a carbon ribbon in much the

e way }as with a typewriter. As the ribbon can

1 o y be used once the cost is somewhat greater but

eoutput quality wakes the lithographic

. reproduction of a reasonable quality feasible.

(see 17#;otion 12.4) A sample page produced by this

method is shown in Appendix D.
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12.4 Lithographic Printing-
/

415

12.44 The table below gives approximate values per'page for

the cost of offset lithographic printing.

Number of copies
of each page

10

-20

50

100

500

1,000

Cost per page
.in u:a.

0.3

0.17.

0.08

0.05,

0.015

0009 :

TABLE 12. Cost of litho graphio pi...jilting in u.a.

per copy. The rates include plate

making set up, paper, oollation-and

binding.

12.4.2 As can be seen the cost for a email number of copies

is disproportionately high due tocthe high setup

cost which iearound 2.5 u.a. per page.

12.4.3 One should expect up to one weeks delay in production

of 50 bound copies.

12.4.4 Litho plates can be made from any good4quality master

including line printer-output. A photo graphic
mix

reduction in page size is possible at the same time.

12.4.5 If4m oarbon ribbon is used on a lineprinter,the

print quality is suitable for lithographic

reproduotion. Cost of this type of publication are

4 - the same as those-given in table 13 in Section 124
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12.5 Direct line-printing onto lithographic stencils

- r
I

12.5.1 A-specially coated paper can be used in line printers

so that the printed output can be mounted directly

onto a litho machine.
4.

12.5.2 iine,printing costs are as for a single copy plus a

snail extra cost for the paper but several hundred

copies can be made from the, original.

12.5-.3 The quality can only be described as barely adequate

but the process is cheaper than direct line printing
/I

for 100 copies or up.

c.

12.5.4 The cost of EUDISED publicatiqns using this technique

is, given in the following table.

1976 1977 1979

Week11

50 copies

100 copies

52

64

92

114'

194

234

92

114
4

Mcinthly

56-itopies- 198 394 832 394

,100 copies 238 490 1040 490

Quarterly

50 copies . 587 1180 2500 1180

100 copies 73(5 1460 3100. 1460
I.

Annual volume

50 copies

100 copies

2350

2920

4700

5830

10000

12400

4700,

.583o

500 copies 4350 8690 18500 8690 fr

TABLE 1:3 Cost per of line printing onto

offset itho stencils.



12.6. Lithographic. Printing via Phototypesetting

12.6.1 Computer phototypesetters are driven by a

'magnetic tape which contains 1111 necessary

information as to type sizes format, etc. The

characters are generated digitally onto a cathode

ray Screen and recorded onto a photographic film

by a lens stem.

'3,4m
c.-Q9

12.6.2 The advantages of computer phototypesetters are

that they offer 4,virtually unlimited character

set in a wide range of sizes and aitremely rapid

opeiation. Modern typesetters can operate at up

to 6,000 characters /second (or more) and produce

output of the highest quality.

.51

r

11.6.3 Costs are in the order of 2 u.a. per page, depen-
`,

ro.
ding on the proportion of white'space to print.

12.6.4 The following table gives the cost of an edition

of '50 copies of EUDISEp publications.

1976 1977 1978 1979

WEEKLY
50 copies 39 69 144 69

100 copies 45 80 171 80

MONTHLY
50 copies 144 292 620 292
100 copies 171- 340 722 340
QUARTERLY
"D-cOpies 438 875 1,847 -875

100 copies 510 1,019 2,150 1,0.19

ANNUAL VOLUME
.50 dopies 19738 3,476 7,384 39476
100 copies 2,024 4,048 8,600 4,048

500 copies 2,740 5,480 11,650 5,480

TABLE 14A Cost per run in u.a. to produce phototypeset

& litho printed copies of EUDISED catalOgues.



12.6.5 An alternative method of use of A phototypesetter

is to drive it as if it were a line printee with

unit spacing of letters, no juitificaiion etc.

Data is not as coiipressed as with normal typeset
.

ting, but the rates are usually cheaper. Overall

the'cost of a catalogue produced by this method is

likely to be similar to figures given in Table 14. .

12.6.6 The great advantage is that E? good quality image

for lithographic printing is produced without

requiring the rather complex programming necessary

for phototypeset output.*

12.6.7 Samples of both types are attached at Appendix B

and Appendix, p.

V
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12.7 Output on Micro-publications

12.7.1 Simple microfilm ox

character set

fiche offer a limited

limited composition facility.

The -a . density is similar to that produced

line printer standard page.

1;,12.7.2 Graphic arts COM (Computer on Microform) devices

are appearing on the market now and offer a high

quality microfilm with a large character set and

type styles. Obviously this is more expensive

than standard COM.

12.7.3 One should expect a few days delay in production
I 4. z, 1, r - IV* 1 11 141., .$ * Ec

t"."'of 50 copies except for ultrafiche which can take

up,to a month.

v.
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42.8 Microfilm .

12.8.1 A microfilm cassette can contain up to 2,400 frames

of information which are accessible serially.

Devices are available for automatic location of a

selected page, but arejeipensive compared to simple

microfilm readers.

12.8.2 Standard bureali charges for microfilm record are.

16 u.a. per thousand frames for the master copy

and 1 u. a. per thousand frames for copies on

diazo film. Additionally there is a charge of

0.5 u.a. for loiding 6 cassette and 1 u.a. for

jui.c4 cassette pitich are reusable, owever)'.. t,

There is a minimum run charge_of 16 u.a. for

originals and I u.a. per copy.

12.8.3 There are a large variety orreaders on the market

starting at around 100 u.a. for the simplest to

several thousad accounting units. for sophisticated

models which have automatic frame location an

copy page printing facilities.

12.8.4 The costs of the publications are given in the table

below. Figures given exclude cassette costs at 1.5u.a.
K!

each inclusive of loading.

TABLE 15. Cost of microfilm publishing in u.a. per run.

1976 1977 1978 1979

WEEKLY
50.copies 69 69 69 69

100 copies 119 119 119 119

4A4WTHLY
' 50 copies 69 '70 "*. 70"

, 100 copies 119 120 124 120

QUARTERLY
50 copies 72 77 89. 77

.100 copies 122 127 139. 127

ANNUAL
50 copies 88. 119 '255 119

100 copies 138 176. 376 176

500 copies..,- 538 633 1,348 633



a

12.8.5 As can be.seenfrom the'-table the minimum run costs

are predominant until one reaches annual volume-

sizes of publication.

e Set t

4

44 ,.. 4

Hç

,e

.

t
11%
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12.9 Microfiche

12.9.1 These are sections, of 105 mm film about 150 mm

long with a number of frames of data recorded

thereon. A 42:1 reduction ratio gives 208 .

frames pep fiche with an acceptable standard.

t The advantage over film is that the user can go

more or less directlyrto the required frame

having selected the required fiche. The fiche

can be labelled with a contents note and does

not require a special container.

12.9.2 They basic master creation.for microfiche costs

plighIlNless than for microfilm,. ion,about-

,-- 13 u.a. per thousand frames with reductions for

large quantity runs. Again there is a minimum

charge of around 16 u.a. but copying costs are

0.13 u.a. per fiche.

12.9.3 Fiche reader costs start at around 70 u.a. and

also go up to several thousand units'of account

for sophisticated models.

12.9.4 The table below gives microfiche costs of thl

postulated EUDISEDprogram.inclusive of formatting.

1976 1977 1978 1979.

WEEKLY 50 copies 39 69 144 69

100 copies 45 80. 171 8o

MONTHLY, 50 copies *144 292 620 292

100 copies 171 340 722 340

QUARTER 50 copies 438 875 1,847 875

100 copies, 510 1,019 2,150 1,019

ANNUAL 50 copies 1,738 3,746 7,384 3,746

100 copies 2,024 4,048 8,600 4,048

500 copies 2,740 5,48o 11,650 5,480.

TABLE 16 The cost of microfiche publishing in u.a.

per run inclusive of formatting.



12.10 Graphic arts quality cam, 4
ON

12.10.1 This is a recent development in COM technology,

and so far there are not very many machines .

available.

12.10.2 In the United Yingdoin the only machineavailable

to the public so far iwthe COMp 80'at the

National Data Processing Service in Leeds. The

COMP 80 combines the speed of normallpiic;Ofilm

with some of the flexibility quality and large

character set of the photosypesetter.

12.10.3 The cost depends -on the character set and facilitieb

used, but with a standard upper/lower case charac-

ter 'set and a reasonable range of accents a price

of 16 u.a. per thousand fraufes is quoted. There

is a minimum charge of 48 u.a.$ making it expen-
.

,sive for small runs but duplication costs are:the

same as conventional film/fiche.

WaTLY
.

.1976 1977 1978 1979

50 copies 58 58 58 58

100 copies 64 64 64 64

L'OliTHLY

50 copies 58 59' 63 59

100 copies 64 65 -69, 65

cUARTERLY
50 copies 61 72 91 72;

100 copies 68 85 110 85

ANNUAL -

50 copies 90 131 '220 131

100 copies 109 170 298 170

500 copies . 265 482 922 482

TABLE 17. Cost in u.a. of various EUDISED
publications created via graphic
arts COM.

64_ 58 _
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12.11 Ultreimicitofiche

4

12.11.1 This'ia a sys tem developed by NCR Company an

is similar in concept to standard microfiche

but the reaubtion ratio is 1:150 and the fiche

can contain up to 3,010. frames.

ar

A special reader made by NCR has to be made,

costing around 400 u.a. These readers are not
,

very widely used.

12.11.3 The quality is pot as good'as standard microfilm

or fiche are there can be considerable production

12.11.4

delaysl

cost for a master de 310,u.a. plus 0.08 u.a.

per frame (a,maximum of 550 u.a.)., This high

initial ,cost makes'ultrafiche too expensive except

:for runs with a large number of Rages and a large

number of copies. The copies cost 1.0 u.a. each.

.12.11.5 The following table gives costs-inclusive of .

formatting.

1976 1977 1978 1979°

WEEKLY
50 copies 364 365 367 365

100 copied' 414 415 417 415

VONTHLY
50, copies; 367 372 384 37-2

100 copies 417 422 434 422

QUARTERLY
50 copies 377 394 432 394

100 copies 427 444 482 444

.ANNUAL VOLUME
50 copies 428 495 648' 495

100 copies 478 545 , 698 545

500 copies 878 945 1,098 945

./
TABLE 18. Cost in u.a. per.run for Ultramicrofiche

publications.
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12.12 Comparison of results in terms of cost per coo
0 --

12.12.1 To ,give a better 'general picture of costingal
.. .-, :,, _

some of the results are reproduced below in
,

'terms of copy costs. rhave taken 1977 weekly,

monthly oand annual volume as being of. average

size over the period; in queeti on.

.

.:-
.

.

. COST PER COPY,

Tn.% OF
WEEKLY MONTHLY ANNUALLY'

PUBLICATION
:OVER OVER OVER

50 COPIES' 50 COPIES
. $

Line Printer 0.40 1.58

. ,
.

Line Printer
1.84 7.90 3,7.4& offset litho

Phototypesetting.
1.38 .5.84 -10.96

& offset Litho

Microfilm .1.38 1.40 . 1.27 JE

Microfiche 0.51 O.53.' 0.90
.

-.
Grap c Arts

1.16 1.18 0.96
Ibis fiche ,

Ultra fiche 7.30 7.44 1.89

qtBLE Cost comparison of various publication methods .

per copy.

12.12.2 Taking a monthly current awareness publication
,.,

and' annual volume as being a probable

approach, a total annual cost for each method
, .

is given in the table below assuming a sub

scription of 50.to the'monthly and sales of.

500 for the annual. Again 1977 is taken as

the sample year.

66
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TYPE OF PUBLICATION 'COST IN U.A.
. ,

Line' printer

Line printer
& offset litho

Phototypesetting
& offset litho

Microfilm-

Microfiche

Graphic Arts
Microfiche.

_

Ultrafiche

.

10,300

13,400

8,980

1,473

770

1,190

5,409

TABLE 20. Cost comparison of various methods

of publication for a'complete year.

12.12.3 Comparing results it would appear that graphic

arts microfiche is the obvious choice for a micro-
.

publication. For a printed publication offset

lithography of a Phototypeset master would appear

to be the logical choice, giving the bes ange

of characters and the best quality of t. -*A

second alternative Would be to use the fitility

offered by some phototypesetters to act as a line

printer. This would obviate the expensive pro g-

ramming required for normal phototypesetting.'
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LEGIBILITY

DURkBILITY

CHARACTER SET

FORMAT
FLEXIBILITY

, ACCESS TIME
(for searcher)

PRODUCTION
DELAYS

PHYSICAL SIZE

COST

SMALL PUB.

MEDIUM PUB.

LARGE PUB.

U

Line Printer

Line Printer & Offset Litho.

setting & Offset Litho.

lm

+.

OM.

++

AM.

4.

MIO

Bulky LesS
Bulky

KEY
EXCELLENT
GOOD
AVERApE
POOR
VERY POOR

Phototirp

MIO

Average

IMO

MEW

Microfi

Very
Compact

. +

Microfic

MEW

++

'±

Very
Compact

++

he

Graphic
Mier

Arts
ofiche

+++

++

Very
Compact

+

4+

Ultrafiche

+

'Extremely
Compact

TABLE 21. COMPARISON OF TOTAL TYPE CHARACTERISTICS

lo

411
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12.13" Output programmes

12.13.1 The ideal -output system would be a machine

independant package enabling national and local

centres to create their own catalogues & listings.

lr-

12.13.2 If computer typeset output is required would have

y to be quite complex and could be difficult to write

as a machine independgni package.'

12.13.3 An estimate oPthe cost of developing a generalised

--output package capable of pioducing line printer,

microfilm/fiche.or computer typeset output is

tabled below.
1

IfivestigatiOn and arialysis 18 weeks

Programming 16 weeks

Testing (program ee ystem) 24'weeks

Documentation (including preparation,

of a user manual 7 weeks

Total 65 weeks

At 516-u.a. per diem ., 16,50 u.a,

Plus computer time and overheads
o

'at around 15% 18,500 u.a.

12.13.4 Assuming the use of a senior and a programmer/analyst

the elapsed time for such a project would be around

40 weeks as illustrated be low.

a ."
Elapsed weeks 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40.

a

Senigbr Analyst

Analyst/prog.

A A A T T D

A P P I P T

Use of More staff or a bureau could reduce the time

to a minimum of, perhaps, 25 weeks.

_AZ
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12.13.5 The alternative apyroach would be to adapt an

existing systeM to EUDISED requirements.

.

12.13.6 The British Library 'Software Package oduls 4'
is a generalised output system writtenin Assembly

language for I.B.M. computers. It will produce

catalogue entriep or indexes in a format specifiad

by the user,as a line printer listing or as a

magnetic tape suitable for driving a microfilm/fiche

unit. It does not, at present, handle fully

-formatted phototypesetting but has been used to

drive a phototypesetter using unit spacing (i.e.

behaving as a line printer) giving very good quality

results. (See section 12.6.5)

An estimated 5 mat months would be required to create

acomplete phototypesetting capbility: (approx.

5000 u.a.)

12.1'.7 The ISIS sys m.at ILO so incorperates a generalised )

output facili .,OrAgaa. hi is written in Assembly

language for I. machinds. This program also does

not have full.typ etting capabilities but presumably

could be modified at a similar cost to the above

estimate:

pN
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13 SUMMARY AND 'CONCLUSIONS

13,1 'Systems Options

'13.1.1 The following alternatives have been examined:

a) Designing a complete systemspecific for

EUDISED.

b) Adopting paCkages where available, modifying

them where necessary and complementing the%by

'in house' programs.

d) Taking over a complete package and modifying

that as necessary again-complemented by

'in house', programs.

13.1.2 The costs of these options are examined below.

a) To write a complete basic system

- Spooling suite 15750 u.a.

Conversion programs 18500 u.a.

Thesaurus maintenance 8000 u.a.

Searching '6300 u.a.

Output 18500 u.a.

Total. 67050 u.a.

b) Using such packages available from the British

Library (used for the EUDISED triad.) estimating

at 1000 u.a. per package inclusive of

modification.

Spooling 1000 u.a.

Conversion programs 18500

Thesaurus maintenance 8000 u.a.

Searching, 1090 u.a.

Output 1000 u.a.

Total 29500 u.a.

4'
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,c) Adopting the ISIS system from ILO has been

estimated at .around 7000 u.a. in general transfer

. costs 131us28500 u.a. for conversion programs, a

total of 25500 u.a. However the ISIS-record

structure would jha't'e to be modified to the

EUDISED Atandards and this would necessitate

substantial program modifications. The overall

cost would certainly be greater than that of

option (b) but without detailed inspeCtion of

ISIS it is difficult to give a figure«

13.1.3' An online system such as ISIS has overheads

associated with terminals lines and online discs

which would make the running costs greater than a

batched system but the experience could be uable

in a EURONET context.

13:1.4 ,However if it is intended to create machine

indepant packages for use by the national and

local -centres then there is no alternative to

using method (a) and writing or using a software

bureau to write a EUDISED system.
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13.2 *Input and Output options

EUDIStD'should create a centralised data'preparation

operation until such time as all participants,aie

able to maintain their own, national centres for this

purpose.

'13.2.2 Although microfiche wou be the best solution in

has the required character 'set capabilities,

cost terms and particular graphic arts fiche which

a printed catalogue is the most widely acceptable

to-a general public.

In the-initial year or two full oomput r typesetting

capabilities may not haVe been devel, d. If this

is the case the next best alterna ve would be to.
-

create a line printer tape to drive a computer.=

typrsetter. This- system can produce excellent

quality results'at a. comparable cost to complete

phototypesetting.

Q..
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13.3 Staffing Requirements

c 13.3.1 It was assessed at the EUDISED project meeting of

experts in Paris, in December 1974, that 'in order

to bring the EUDISED format uTto full

implementation status a consultant expert would be

required for between 6 and 12 man months.

13.3,2 For a complete 'in house' system to be written in

a reasonable time .scale at least 3 analysts and

proftammers would'be required for 1i years. An

alternative would be to make use of .a software

house in conjunction with a EUDISED senior analyst.

0

13.3.3 If packages or a system are adopted the requirement

will be,a minimum of 1 senior analyst and 1.

analyst/programmer for I years.

13.3.4 The average input keyboarding load will be about one

i man. The remainder of this mans time could be
o

used for keying thesaurus amendments, search profiles

and general office duties.

For checking of input data

maintaining the thesaur41

and general management one

be required initially.

sheets, resolving problems,

handling search requests

senior grade person will

1Z



. 13.4 Location, timing etc.

-

13.4.1 The most obviously suitable,looaiion would be'the

European Commissiori at Iuiemboure. They have the

equipment and the expertise at setting up this

type of olieration.

13.44 For effective results tobe realised in 1976 a
. .

head' of proAeat and a senior analyst should be

appointed before the end of 1975

be
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13.5 Estimated Annual_Costings

13.5.1 The folloming figures have been extracted from
.

the relevant sections in this report. They are

based on estimates of the probable usage of the

system. Complete table's appear in the

appropriate sections from which the reader can

create his own estima1t s.

13.5.2 The valuds,arenot given for any systems

developdent work see 13.1) or for'profile

searching (see section 11)

. . 1976 1977 . 1978 1979

Data Preparation. costs 18000 36000 76500 36000
(see Table 2) . .

Data base maintenance
for a monthly update

100 155 233 290

,(Table 3)
_

. .
.

Exchange tape service. -800 1000 1500 2000
Assuming 10 users per
month increasing to 25.
(Table 4)

Computer typeset 1750 3600 8300, 4100
- publication at 50
copies per month i

increasing to 100.

-,

(Table 14)
.

.

Thesaurus maintenance
not including
publication. (Est.)

. .

150 '150 150 150

Systems staff to 50010 6000 7000 7000
handle computer runs --:-

TOTALS 25,800 46,905 93,683 49,540

0.../
TABLE 22. Estimated Annual Run Costs for Central Computer

......

Linked Activities. (u.a.)
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13.5.3 In addition to computer run and associated costs

there Will be costs for many peripheral ,

activities such as correspondance, telephones,
, .

postage, accounts etc'etc. These figurps Of course

have not been included .in the tables, nor has a

figure'been given to management costs.

13.5.5 The figure given for data preparation assumes a

centralised operation. If national centres begin

to handle their own data preparation tffen the

kigure given can be correspondingly reduced.

rt



ZAKONOMERNOSTT RAZVITIYA KAMENNOUGOONOI FLORY YUGA EVRaHISKGI
CHASTI SSSR / E.O.Novik

Kiev:" "Naukova duslia", 1974. 140p; 27cn. - At head of
Akademiya nauk Ukrainskoi SSR. Institut geoLogichesklkh nauk

LOCATION
HAYSWAXER (s) CU 67S268504008

ZkMOSHSKII1 U.E.
Kliniko-fIziologicheskiew'aspek-ty regionarnol
elektropletIzmoprafii LegkIkb H.I.Mazhblch, L.Ts./offet
M.E.Lanoshskil
Novosibirsk: "Nauka", 1974. 144p; 21cm. - At head of title:
Akadenlyo meditslnsk1.101 nauk SSSR. Sibirskii tidal'
Institut fiziologli and Mlnisterstvo cdravookhranenlya
KazSSR. Institut kIlnicheskui I ekspertmentallnoi klrurgil

LOCATICN
S268772002 BAYSWATER (B) GR 18

ZANINA, A.A.
Dalnevostochnye raionyv Kamchatka I Sakhatiti / A.A.Zanina
Leningrad: Gitroneteolzdat, 1958. 168p.; 22cm. - Issued for
the dlavnaya geofizlcheskaya observatoriya /men/
A.I.VoelKova

LOCATION
S268373000 BAYSWATER (B) OP 464

LAPOROZHRTS1 A.A.
Posleopeeatsionnyi perltonl : patou 'enez 1 profltaktika /
A.A.Zaporozhetiv
Minsk: 'Nauka i tekhnika''' 1974. 184p; 20cn. - At head of
title: Akndenlya nauk Belorusskoi ESR..Inutitut ftzIologii.

LOCATFCN '

S269022007 dAYSWATER (H) GU 64
.

ZXRUULLEMi...NYFk
Budapest: KW', 19:3. I2p; 2Scn. - At head of title:
azieketstudongnyi Egyesillet. - Contents List in
English

S269041001

ZEIGER,
Volnovye 1 fluktuatsionnye protsessy v Lazerakh /

LOCATION
BAYSWATER (0) UY 40

(S.G.ZeIger ... et al.); pod redaktsiel Yu.L.KlEmontovlcha
Moscoy: "Nauka", 1974. 416p; 22-cm

LOCATION
S268443009 BAYSWATER (B) QJ 52
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683%32 - Doors. Lock Wait/rt. Testing. Standards
British Standards lastitudon

Specification for builder; hardware - lock and latch furniture
( doors) / British Standards latumnon. - London. EtS.L, 1973. -
14p: ilk 30cm. - (BS495I: 1973) '

Pureed for tender
ISBN 0 510 07747 0 Sd: 12.80
Pranery clasalcstico 68E31

634 - FURNISHINGS AND WOODWORM
684'.01 - Wooducekheg. Secondary school texts

Keen, Geoffrey William
Woodwork for GCE a revision book of the thedry of woodwork
for the General Certificate of Education/ by G W Knight. -
Marx j: Wheaton, 1973. - 95p: ilk 21cm..

ed 1

.1
1 Ts
ISBN 0 08 0177 7 Pbk- 1.1265 ""

4.

(874-06452)

686.2 - PRINTING
686.2'09423'4 - Printing. Guernsey; to 1816

StevesisCox. Gregory
The earhest books printed in Guernsey/ (by) Gregory Stevens
Cox. - (Wymondhanal qbe Orchard, Wybiondhain,
Leacestashire): Brewbouse Private Press. 1973. - 1v i11, (acmins:
27cm.
Fold sheet Op) and 5 kalaof plata In folder - Blot p
ISBN 0 903190 25 6 81 10
1 Tr

(874-06453)

- Block Waal & slab walls. Standards
for Codes of Practice

-bode of poracuce for walls and partitions of Necks and of slabs/
Council for Codes of Practice - London: British Standards
Institution.

Pan .3 mane amts - 1973' - 4l 111. 30an (CP122- Part 3 1973)
Raced for tender - The present edition of CP122 Put 3, Marie eats. is
the =CMG 101/700 of CP122_ Pre 2 1952 - Foreword - Index '
ISBN 0 580 07913 91d, P-07
1 Ti

(874-06454)

690'14'05 - Beading& Matztanace. Periodicals
Maintemance Management the maintenance. servicing and clawing
,of the fabric and contents of meltistnal. commercial aqd public
'budehngs. -.Epsom (172. Kingston Rd. Eveil, Epsom. Surrey)
AE., Morgan Publications Ltd.

Vol 12. no 1. . ha_ 1974- - 1974- 420x,
Maithly - 12p in Vol_ 12. No I rune - Continues 'Hunscr.ance"
Sd L3 50 yearly

(874. 06455)

690'X3 HoeseL Constrectios
C:bnctley, Ray

Construction technology/ by R. Cbuciley: illustrated by the
author - (Harlow): Longman - (Longman construction sena)

Not - 1973 - xix.24$ eL 23an.
Bat p239 1rda.
ISBN 0 512 42018 0 8.320
ISBN 01E2 42019 9 pa II 95
1 71'

(874-06456)

490' ,11'64 - Sheik storey homes. Coestruedoe. Arcs:eon' =owls
Neal, Clarks D -

Do-itrandf hoes:building step-by-step/ by Chalks D Nal -
New York Macmillan; London: Collier Macmillan, 1973 - s.
246p: ilk 29cra

Index
151314 002 5SS550 2 14 95
111

(1374-06457)

693 - BUILDING. CONSTRUCTION IN SPECIAL MATERIALS
AND FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES

69344 - Reinforced casettes beading compasents. Design
Rogers. Pad, b. 1509

Reinforced concrete den for boadinga/lbY) Paul Rotas with
the acztstance of I- Baltay. - New York, Loodon (etc.),

. V111 Nostraml Reinhold, 1973. - xxiii.2720 24cm.
Index
ISBN 0 442 mg .
I Ts 2-8a11ey, 1.firlad L

(774-06458)

694 - CARPENTRY, JOINERY
694 - Wooden bosses. Constraction. AntstcurP =Duds

Andersen, Leroy -Neu
Hon to build a wood-frame hopse/ by L.O. Anderson; (for the

. United States 'Department of Agriculture]. - New York: Dover
Piblicationr,_Landon: Constable, 1973. - 111,vii.223p: ill, maps.
plan 2.8etn.

cnalteral rapaherata of the revised 1970 edition of Apsadtike
Haadtccir No.73, Originally published by the tinned States Government
Printing Office - _pada the title "Wocd-frame house constriction" title
pateverso. - Not.: p209 - lades.
ISBN 0 486 22954 ?bit 41.50
1.11 Waded Stun. Department of Agriculture

(B74-06459)

696 - PLUMBING, PIPE FITTING, HOT WATER SUPPLY
696'.1- Residences. Water storage coats/tiers. Balhains:

floats. Stsodsrds
British Standards Instlisttion

Specification for, floats for ballvalves fdr and cold
water/ British Standards Institu London:
BSI., 1971 - 9p:111; 30:212. (fiS2456: 1973) . .
Pierced for bender
ISBN 0 510 07776 4 Si £1.50,
1 Ts

(B74-064605

647 - HEATING, VENTILATING
647.93 - Mr coedit:1mile

Joon, William Peter
Air conditioning engmeenng/ [by) W.P. Jpnes. - 2nd ed. -'
London Edward Arnold. 1973. - xxvi,521p: ilk 2403:1-

Prenous ed. 1967 - P.bL,- ID6es
ISBN 0 7131 3312 0 IVO

-
(874-0646I)

709 - VISUAL ARTS. HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL
TREATMENT

709%04 - Pop art
'Amara, Mario

Fop as art. a survey of the new super-realism/ by Marx) Amaya.
- Lindoo. Studio Vista, 1972. - 3-148p: ill; 23cm.

Ongenalty
0 289 70330 I

published:
Pbic1965 £125

- Btb1. p143-145. - Index.
ISBN _

1 Ti
($74.0462)

709'.4 - Earopean visual arts Related to Earopeas costume,
1.560-1470-

Squirt, Geoffrey
Dress an and ,society, 1560-1470/ (by) GeofritYSqute -
London. Stuft Vista. 1974 I76p: 11)(some col); 271pnn

p 173 - Index.
ISBN,p 284 70351 4 (6_60

, Pr= chsszrarrnco 3919:034
1 7)

709'S - Oriental vi sual arts, to ca 1900
Rome, Philip

Introducing Oriental art/ (by) Philip Rawson - London [etc.):
Harnlyn, 1973. - 4fipt ill(socoe col), col niap(on lining papers}
30em
Biel p.91 - Wee
ISBN 0 608 34449 0 81.95
1 Tr

.

(1374-06463)

707397 - Vietnamese visual arts
Heisler, J

The an of Vietnam/ (by) J. Heyzlin with photo gihs by W. and
B Forman; translated from the Czech by Gottbeineil.
- London (etc.': Hanilyn. 1973. - 3-263m ill(somecol)-,j28cm.

130:1 254
ISBN 0

p_
E03 39125 6 1.3nprued .

1 Ti 2ecoun. Werner 3.Founan. Bedtxli
(B74-06464)

711 - ENVIRONMENT PLANNING
711'.1'- Crest Britain. Earfronamet plunder,. Wind by local

autiortties. Reixrts, surreys
Dar!, George

Review of the development control system. interim report/ by
George Dobry; presented to the Secretary of State for the
Envilooment and the Somttary of Stitt for Wales. - London:
H.M.S.O.. 1974. - ft.1021n 25cm.

ISBN 0 11 750727 £0.73
1 Ts lOrat Bnain Department of the Esanrcoatent 3-Great Bfiti12. Welsh
Office

0374-06465)

711' - Coneervatkin. Gres/ Pritain, Russ! rilioni
George Henry
countryside?? by George H. Haines. - London: Dent,

1973. - Inner, 2Icm.
Ida.

o <w ow', 1 ais
1 Ti

,"- (874-06466)



6511.7 - MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
658.7882 - Goods. Distribution by rood transport services.

Manage:watt
Woodward, Frank Hurts

Planned distribution/ [by) Frank H. Woodward. Cambridgi (7
Rose Cres.. Cambridge C132 ILL): Wondbead-Faulkner Ltd, 1973.

;6* ill. forms, ma Pi; 21cm. - management; 1)
Index
ISBN 0 85941 CO3 z Pbk £1 00
1 Tt 2Sr

(B74-06437)

65843 - MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS
6581'34 - Consimer behaviour

Weiler. Don G
Who buys. a study of the consumer/ (by) Don G.-Weller -
London: Pitman. 1974 - ix,222p-, 22cm.

Index
ISBN 0 273 31705 9 Mu f2.03
1 Ts

(B74-06438)

65817 - RETAILING
658.89'0705730942 - Bookselling. Great Britain, to 1971)

Mumby. Frank Arthur
Publishing and bookselltag - 5th ed. revised and reset/ (byj
Frank Arthur Mumby. Inn Nora& - Loudon: Cape, 1974. -
685p; 24cm.

. Previous edf by'Pr.ank Arthur Mumby. 1956 - Belk µS71-649 -
Ind=
ISBN 0 224 03827 7 £17.10

cbusficsuoa 0705.0942
1 Ti 2 °me Ian

658.9 - MANAGEMENT OF SPECIAL KINDS OF
ORGANISATIONS

658%91'60164 - computer systems. blanagersent. Conference

665%75 - Gas appliances. Test gues.. Standards
British Standards institution
Specification for tat gases for gas British Standards
Institution. - London: B.S.1., 1973. - 11p; 30cm. (BS4947:
1973)

heroodlior binder.
ISBN 0 580 07614 8 Sri: £150
1.Tt

(874-06444)

668.4 - PLASTICS 4
668.494 - Polyesters. Reinforcing material= E gins fibre chopped

strand mats. gundards
British Standards Lost Mud=

Specification for E glass fibre chopped strand mat for the
reinforcement of polyester ram systems/ British Standards
Institution. - 1st revision. - London: B.S.I ,1973. - 12p: ill;'
30cm. - (13S3496: 1973)
Pierced for binder.
ISBN 0 5130 07920 3 Sd. £150
1.Tt . (874-06445)

676.2 - PAPER AND PAPER PRODUCTS
6762 - Paper minsfactaring Industries. Accidents, Greg Britain.

Great= Department of Trade and Industry
=ports

Explosion from s steam pipe expansion piece at she works of the
Radcliffe Paper Mill Company Lrmited.Johnson$treet. Radcliffe,
Manchester on 9 October 1972: report of preliminary inquiry
ne.3466/ Department of Trade and Industry. - London.
H.M.S.O, 1973 0.e. 1974). - 12).,14p: ill; 30cm.
ISBN 0 II 510/41 S Sd. L0.313
1 Ts

- (B74-06446)

proceedings
Conference ontiontioo and mmgmoof of Computer Sued 677 - TEXTILE MANUFACTURES

Control iind Automation Pro)ects, logitunon of Dectrical
677.0287 - Textile fibres. Linear density, kfatsuresseat Standards

fosterer; 1973
British Standards Institution

Conference on Organisation and lviamit of Computer Based
,Metbcds for the determination of tlx linear density of textile

Control and Automation Projects 1-3 41-,m, 1973 rat tbej
fibres - gram:net:lc methods/ Bnush Standards Institution. - 2nd

Insimmon of Electncal Engineers/ organised by the Control and
revision. - London: BS.I., 1973. -,6p; 30cm. - (RS2016:1973)

Automation Division of the Institution of Bectncal Engineers in
Primed fortcoder "-
ISBN 0 580 07667 9 Sd 1135

association with ... [others]..- London: Institutiod of Electrical 1 11
Engineers, 1 973. - vi,121p: ilk 30= - (Institution of Electncal (B7446447)
Engineers. Conference publications: no.104)
ISBN 0 852%,113 8 Pt& L530
I lostrituoo of Eloarseal &paten. Ceint4 and Asitoosarson Ihresson 2...St 671,0287 - Textiles. Dhaaasidaaj marglity. effect; of dry *man In

* (574-06439) perckloroetkylase. Measurement. Ssendays
British Standards Institution

659.1 - ADVERTISING Method for diderminatiem of dimensional stability of textiles to

659.13 - Pictorial advertising. Great Britain. Illustrabons.Seruls - dry cleaning in perchloroahylene/ Bnusb Standards Institution

Design and art direction: the exhibition of Bntnb graphics, . - London: BS I , 1973 - 7p; 30cm. - (BS4961' 1973),

advertising. television. editorial and pant design/ organised bythi Pierced for binder

Designers and Art Directors Association of London. - London: ISBN 0 560 07755 1 Sd: tl 35-
Campaign

1 71

'3 11th crlabrnon. - 1973 - ea 330p eliscAydt, 30ars

, L7 50
I Designers and An Mecum' AA to:Cti000 0( London

Kt
671.616 - Upboisrory fabrics. Visit& soilliii properties. Assessment.

Index ....,... i

(B74-06440) Standards

(87406448)

- British Standards lastitirtion .
Method for assessment of the visible soiling of upholstery fabncs/

660:2 - CHEMICAL 'ENGINEERING British Standards Institution. - London: B.S.! , 1973../- 81r. ill,
660.2'83 -,- Chemical engineering plunt. Design 30= - (BS4948. 1973)

,,,,,

Meekkabwrgli, .1olus Cannsion for bender
o

Plant layout: a guide tb the layout of proem- plant and sites/ [by) ISBN 0 5E0 077O4 7 Sd £t.35
I C. Meekienburgh. - Aylesbury: L. Hill (for) the Insatutson a Ill
Chattiest Enpneers, 1973 - si,148p: ill; 24crit. .
'Prepared 1969-72 for the Eagereersog Prance Coarenznee of the Ihtuteuon - ,

oiChernscal Enpaeas bi Is) ,Wortung?arly Mimasa. Dr J C. t
morkirobtugh' - Poet p.137-141. - In.... 618.2/4 - RUBBER TECHNOLOGY
ISBN 0 249 44(11 i 0-50 i 6711'1 - Raw robber-A surrulmalsed muspounded robber. Testing.

(B74-06449)

1 T i 2Gn nomon el Chahseal Enmulefi, Standards
(B744:6441) British Standards Instirottion

Methods of testing raw rubber and =vulcanized compounded
662.2 - EXPLOSIVES rubber/ British Standards Institution_ - London: B.S 1
662'.2"0216 t- Authorised explosives. Great Brgam. Lats. Scrub Part 9: Chancat snalyin of butacbene rntber - 1973 - Ilp elk 30cres .=:-

Great Britain, Horne IX= MS1673: Part P 1973)

List of authorised explosives/ Home Office. - Loodce H.M.S.°. ' hi:IPA for boor/
104, kaostsry la/ NA B.0 Whrttread. MK and Inspictor'd

ISBN'O 5193 07362 9 Si £1 .50

E.:plan-ma sip 1974 - 30gt Mc= ' 1 71

15BN 0 11 340074 1 Sdi LO 72
) Ti 2Ofttbread, Edgar Oteep

665.7/3 --- INPIISTRIAL GASES
665%74 - Limieffed petrol's., gas. &arise, Standards

Gnat tirftsia. Home Mee
Code of practice for the keeping of liquefied petrolrom gas in

and similar commas/ Home Office. - Landon: '-
0., 1973. - vi,22p: 1 21an.

158040 tt 340417 4 5c5fA235
I n

(B74-06442)

(B74-06443)

68:3.3 - LOCKS
683%31 t.- Doors. Latch finiftwre. Testing. Standards

British Standardslantiartlos
for builders' hardware ;ea and latch furniture

(boon)! Brrtr3h Standards Insututicil,;- London: BS I.,1973
14p: ill; 30cm. - (BS41.51: 1973)
Pierced for binder
ISBN 0 583 07747 0 Sd £2.03
Ajax dssafied at 6ST 11 v

Ti

(8744)6450)

- (B74-06451) -
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COLVId.E. John Rupert
Man of valour the life of Field-Marshal
port. vC,OCH. 050. MVO. MC. 1972.
404656 - BL - 611814%0

Companion guide to the coast of nort*east
(SEYMOUR.

9
John. 6.1914)

1974. 14 280485
496039 - AA AE2 AF AG AAK AR AW AX2
BP BS BT 55 HC3 HR KC - 611531.0

Companion guide to the coast of south-
(SEYMCUR. John. b 1914)
1974, 914.230485

BL OM BP BS OT Be EC HC3 KC
496038 - AA AC AE2 AF AG AH
111{

_.-

Compet11161 in British industry re
legislation in theory and practice

1974. 343.4207
494937 - AA 0041380562

Comp

4869377

ler, 1676. with Charles Cotton Complete
arilv:end rt Venable* Experien angler. (WALTON.

.

977!:- -799.1
BL

Co:piste P428lain words. (DOWERS, Sir Erheilt)
49.73.
ELL - 611059

L.

355.3320924
the Viscount

0002112906

England.

SO 8H BY Si. OM
4002111888

England.

All AW AX BO BH
547 0

0002111167xP
tive practices

67901676

011700341*

Complete Printmaker' the art Ind technique of the relief
print, the Intaglio print, the collagraph, the
lithograph, the screen print, the dimensional print,
photographic prints. children* prints, collecting print*,
print workshop. (ROSS. John)

1972. 760.28
0029273706

Complex numbers (WILLIAMS, John, b 1922)
1972. 512 7
496130 - AA 0045120188

Computers and the social sciences (BRIER. Alan)
1974 001 640440243
496784 - AA 0091169704.

Computer* in business an'introductioh (SANOERS. Donald
Hi

972. 658 054
BL - 613115 0

CONAGMAN. John
The man of mode 1973.
495954 - *4

Conc974ise encyclopedi
03103

a of archaeology
1

.496642
913
- AA AC AH AA AX KC

0070546177

0050026925

(COTTRELL. Leonard)

0091164509

Concordance to the essays of Francis Bacon edited by
David W Davies and Elizabeth S. Wrigley (DAVIES, David

114

1973, 824.303
BA 67901976

Concorde fiasco (WILSON. Andrew. b 1923)
1973 338 47629133349
BR - 000000 . 0140523065

Conservative politics in France (ANbERSON, Malcolm)
1974 , 320 60944 .

496120 - AA 0043200931

Consumers guide to the British social Services ..

(wILLMOTT, Phyllis)
1971: 361 942
8L3 s 607393 0 0140206742

Containment of urban England. "(HAIL. Peter. b 1932)
Vol I Urban and metropolitan growth prccesaos. or
Megalopolis doniod
1973. 309 2620942
494031 - AA "0043520405

Containment of urban England (HAIL. Peter. 0 1932)
Vol.2 The planning sys,teo
1973 309 2620942
49432 - 44-- .

0043520413
,

ContempoPary cin,ovPJUm new P Lasric materills, now and
traditional processes (NEIMAN. Tnnlme Rita)

1972 745 54
487529 - AA 0047300205

Convent* della CariLs (BASSI. EInna)
1971. 726 7044571
BA

CONWAY, Laura
The sweet lost yo..... .19 74

131147 BK Bi US 87 OW - 0651544-

cooks, th 2
Tho new

67901751

823.91E

0 0002337843

1970 {reprint 1972).
_ _ _613 71

Bi 07901949

. .

COULSON. Charles Alfred
The shape and structure of molecule*. 1973_
496171 -.AA

COULTER. David
Speak with confidence. bated op the London Weekend
TelevIelon series I say. 1974.
497157 - *4 AG AN AK AP AO AU AW AX EC }IC

541..1124

0198554435

0091198607

COUSINS. Geoffrey 796.352
An atlas of,go1f. 1974.
496256 - AC AX BD 8H BM BP 0171620092

Covenant with death. (HARRIS,-John, b.1916)
1973_ 823 91F
8K BL - 186190 0 009116270x

COWELL. Frank Richard 913.37
Cicero and the Roman Republic 5th ed. 1973(1 e 1972).
496692 - AA 0140203206

CRAIG. Albert Ai 1973.
490147 - *4 0049500165

CRAWLEY Aldan 943.087
The rise of Western Germany. 1945-1972. 1973.

BL - 613020.0 0002117282

CAEASEY, John. b.1906 823.91F
The black spiders. 1973.

Si.. - 069232.0 0091170206

CRIME CLUB 1974.
- BO BM BM BP - 065296.0

CRIME CLUB 1974.
- 134571 - 8K BS BrOW - 067328t0I

CRIME CLUB 1974.
135055 - AE4 AK BC KC

CRIME CLUB, 1974
135161 - AB AC AE7 AF AO AH AK AM AP AA AS AU AW BL3
EC2 HC2 KC

CRIME CLUB 1974
135110 - AC AE7 AO AM AN AP AA AS AU AS AX EC2 HC3 1*1 .

HO HY KC LC 0002311410

0002315718

0002317761

0002311402

0002311917

CRIME CLUB 1974.
80 BH OM BP - 069601.0 0002313049

CRIME CLUB 1974
134964 - AB AC AE6 AF AG AH AK AM AP AO AR AS AW AX
BO BM 812 Bid BP 85,8T BW EC HC2 HH HO NV

0002316343

CRIME CLUB 1974
134919 - AC AE3 AG AM AK AM AP AS AU AX KC

0002316696

CRIME CLUB 1974
BO sA am BP - 040004,0 . 0002314044

CRIME CLUB 1974.
135551 - AB AC AE11 AF Am AK AM AP AO AA AS AU AW AX
80 BM BK BLi pm BP BS BT Ele EC6 HC4 HH HO - 068730.0

00{4316382

CRIME CLUB 1974.
135317 - AC AE5 AF AH AK AN AP AS AU AW AX St EC6 HC4
HH HP - 068760 0 00023177681

CRIME CLUB 1974-
134520 - BO BH 8K Ell OM 8P BS BT Be KC - 067914.0

. 0002312484

CRIME CLUB 1974
80 BM BAI BP - 069217.0 000231760x

Crime wave. (RUSSELL. Martin)
1974 823 91F
135055 - AE4 AK BC KC 0002311402.

crisis:and conflict in Nigeria. a documeptary sourcebcoic:
(in 2 vols) (KIRK- GREENE, Anthony Hamilton,(4illacd)
Vol lf January 1966-July 1967
1971. 966 90508
494214 -' *4 0192156411
.

_

Crisis and conflict In Nigeria: "a documentiry sourcebOOk:
(iVo

2
n 2.vols)

(KIRK-JanuRK-GREEary

NE. An
1970

thony Hamilton Millard)
July

1971 966 90508
494216. - *4 0192156421

CAITCHLCM. Keith , 516.06
Order in *pace a design souroe book. 1969.
BL -613144'0 er$011178
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APPENDIX D... k line printer sample usingoarbon ribbon.

ALA` CHARACTERS IN PRINT TRAIN SEQUENCE

X 7 x ALPHA

X 8 BETA

X Y x: WU&

X % x PERCENT SIGN

X t x PLUS OR MINUS

X G x AMPERSAND

X ) x RIGHT PARENTHESES

X ( "x LEFT PARENTHESES

X ; ix SEMI COLON

X 4 x SUBSCRIPT 1

X 2 x SUBSCRIPT 2-

X 3 x SUBSCRIPT 3

X X SUBSCRIPT 4

X s x SUBSCRIPT 5

X 6 x SUBSCRIPT 6

X 7 x SUBSCRIPT 7

X e x SUBSCRIPT 8

X 9 x SUBSCRIPT 9

X ,(1 x SUBSCRIPT 0
-

X x SUBSCRIPT MINUS

X x SUBSCRIPT PLUS

X x RIGHT HOOK

/ X 4 x SUBSCRIPT RIGHT PARENTHESES

X ( x SUBSCRIPT LEFT PARENTHESES

X x DOT BELOW

R.04 DOUBLE DOT BELOW

X . x CIRCLE BELOW .

X x UNDERSCORE

X x CANDRABINDU

X x DOUBLE UNDERSCORE

V A

sz
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